
The bunny wants to change things and learn...

Creative methods for action
You too? Then, come!

• Mon, 15.1. at 7pm in Leipzig (side
room in the Trattoria Toskana,
Nikolaistraße 31)
Introductory Workshop to kreative
action methods

• Mon, 15.1. from 8pm in Wurzen
(Kanthaus, Kantstr. 20/22): Direct-
Action – the introductory film in
creative resistance methods

• Tu and Wed, 16./17.1. respectively
from 10am to 6pm in Wurzen
(Kanthaus, Kantstr. 20/22): Direct-
Action-Training – Getting-to-know and practising of creative 
methods for action, starting from intervention in daily-life, creative 
demonstration and communication guerilla to filigrane sabotage 
(german and english).

• Respectively in the follow up: communal food and other workshops, 
discussion rounds and more about theory of domination, networking 
of political spaces,... 

• Thu, 18.1. in the evening in Weißenfels or area (more follows): talk 
and dicussion „ consumerism criticism... why the world can not 
be bought to be better at the shop-counter?“

All events with Jörg Bergstedt. 

Accomodation and everything else possible at kanthaus. Please read and fill in 
https://pad.systemli.org/p/kreative_Aktionsmethoden
Questions in the pad, or mail to hello@kanthaus.online. 
Arrival is also easy: the kanthaus is 500m from the train station in Wurzen.
If possible bring food (saved would be great).

https://pad.systemli.org/p/kreative_Aktionsmethoden


What is Direct Action and what is the training about?

You think many things go wrong in the world? Yu feel helpless, because you often don‘t know 
how the better can be archieved or enforced? Environmental destruction, human rights 
violations in establishments of coercion and exploitation – so many things are happening each 
day, but barely anything helps? This Direct-Action-Training will help. Because we are not as 
helpless, powerless as it seems. To the contrary: there are many forms of action that we can 
learn and practise in order to defend ourselvs and fight back better, in order to raise our 
voices louder and clearer or to get politically involved: communication guerilla, hidden 
theater, precise blockades or occupations, intelligent interruption of operational sequences 
and much more. They create awareness and provide space for individual calls and visions. We 
will discuss concrete forms of action, sceen the legal frame and try out things. ++ Inform 
beforehand? e.g. on http://beautifultrouble.org/tactic/direct-action/
Who can not participate in the introductions in Leipzif or Wurzen on Monday night should 
watch this movie beforehand, in order to have the same knowledge before the training: 
https://youtu.be/cruXcOk1egw

By the way: More events of trainings and talks to such topics on 
www.projektwerkstatt.de/termine, for example a court defence training from the 12.-14.1. in 
Chemnitz.
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